tug · gut
A Solo Exhibition by Alyssa Lempesis
15 August - 20 September 2014

Alyssa Lempesis creates work inspired by the qualities of mysterious organisms and imagined insides. Tugging at the grotesque, these lumpy, foamy hunks and fragments unfold into a fantastic place, somewhere between unknown and familiar.

Aggregate Space Gallery is pleased to present these animations and sculptural works that embody anxiety and desires, hypnotically pulling us into an uncanny space that simultaneously evokes biological fact and the absurd spectacle of the physical.

Aggregate Space Gallery
801 West Grand Avenue
Entrance on West Street
Oakland, CA 94607
510.832.3807
www.aggregatespace.com
facebook.com/aggregatespace
info@aggregatespace.com

Exhibition Opening  15 August 6-10pm
First Friday Event  5 September 5-8pm
Second Saturday Artist Talk  13 September 11am

Featherboard Writing Series Reading & Chapbook Release
Featuring Writer-in-Residence Sean Labrador y Manzano
20 September 6pm
featherboard.wordpress.com
skdrewes@aggregatespace.com

Aggregate Space is a warehouse and has a similar temperature to the outside; please dress accordingly.
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